Creativity (3/5)

Appearance (4/5)

- Supernaturality is common in - In my opinion, the poster’s

Grammar (3/10)

- First looking into the story, I

other kinds of fanfic, so I have

quality is very well done with

silently weep to myself

to admit, I was kind of

the exception that you can see

because of the author’s

surprised to see what this

where the editor cropped the

inability to properly capitalise

story was actually about.

people out of another photo

titles.

- The idea is nice, though, the

in some parts. All the same, it

- I cannot say that I saw any

execution is not at all well

is a gorgeous poster and it

truly descriptive words that

done.

matches the theme very well.

made me feel like I was inside

- Author makes strange use of

- The description does not

of the story, but the

overused and overdone

catch my eye personally, but I

vocabulary was quite okay.

cliches (me vs. the world,

can see why some would click

- There are TONS of grammar

being ‘different’ from

it.

issues here. From switching

- The background matches the

tenses, to not adding that

still being able to relate to

theme pretty well aswell—

extra “s”, there they are.

some people, magical powers

with the exception that

will kill you so I can’t date you

the .gif is not seamless, so it

just to be polite, but the

cliche, etc etc).

looks kind of strange to me.

writing reminds me of my 12

Nonetheless, I still like it.

year old’s sister’s writing. I

everyone else but somehow

- The creativity is ok— not so
bad for a cliche, I’d say. Still,

- The appearance is probably

- No offence, and yes I said that

don’t know how old you are,

the execution of the idea is

the best things about this one-

but I don’t even think the

poorly done.

shot in all honesty. I really

grammar here is good for a 12

liked it.

year old. You capitalised the
beginning of your sentences
though, so I can’t say
everything is wrong.

- The characters were actually
portrayed quite well in terms
of description.

Creativity (3/5)

Appearance (4/5)

Grammar (3/10)

Reader’s Enjoyment (5/10)

Story Overall (4/10)

Advice

- The beginning of the story

- Everything flows a bit faster

-PROTIP: When a character is

was quite loathsome, taking

than it should, which makes

stuttering, refrain from using

me back to a nostalgic time

the story seem odd.

ellipsis (the …’s)— those are for

when I wrote on Wattpad in

- The plot flows in the sense

something else. Use a dash —

my free time a few years back.

that the romance advances

instead. One dash, not two. Use

Deep sighs. As I got to the

(and rather quickly, may I

ellipsis when trailing off and use

end, I found myself genuinely

add), but not in the sense that it rarely if you have you.

worried about [Y/N] in the

it makes and real sense at all.

- Also, make sure you aren't

story. It wasn't so bad.

Nothing is explained really.

missing words when you

- In a strange way, I do feel a

- I felt like the first chapter was publicise your books lol (and

longing for more chapters

honestly some cruel joke

although I don’t know exactly

because the characters all

how I felt about the first one.

seemed to have some kind of
disformia with emotions.
Why are they falling in love
on the first day? Isn’t
Chanyeol supposed to be
some demonic monster that
hadn’t felt emotions in years?
Why can he be different all of
a sudden?

- Even though the grammar
was terrible and your ideas
seemed holey to me, I did
quite enjoy the one-shot.

- +4 points for Chanyeol’s
presence

also puncuation)
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